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1 Backstory

After Enron Corporation declared bankruptcy in December of 2001, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission acquired a database of over 490,000 emails generated by 158 em-
ployees of Enron between 1998 and 20021. This “Enron Corpus” represents a huge com-
munication network, and is one of the only publicly available collections of emails of its kind.
For the purposes of this project we will examine the network to determine its resilience
over the course of the time period of the corpus. We will mainly do this by choosing seven
executives, mapping the full communication network between them, and determining how
many edge-disjoint paths need to be removed from the network before communication is lost
between each pair.

2 Setup

We translated the corpus into a directed graph using the following definitions:

Nodes Every email account appearing in a To: and From: lines in emails.

Arcs An arc is generated for every link between a sender and a recipient. The capacity or
weight of the arc is the total number of emails sent during the respective time block.

An example of a small portion of the graph is given in Figure 1.
In order to manage the cumbersome network, the corpus has been pruned to aid in

producing a logical and understandable outcome. First, for reasons unknown many emails
were malformed resulting in several Enron employees being referenced by multiple slightly-
different email address; for the key personnel in this study, all associated email addresses are
combined into one address per person. Second, all external emails, both incoming and out-
going, are ignored to limit the scope of the communication network to the internal workings
of Enron. Third, all email addresses that are self-looping or send-only or receive-only not
involving the seven chosen executives are removed from the graph, as they do not assist in
forming a path between two other nodes.

To break the six years and 490,000+ emails up into logical time blocks, we focus on the
most interesting, and largest, section of the emails. The divisions are listed in Table 1. Once
we trimmed and divided the corpus into a workable graph, or six workable time-dependent
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Figure 1: Sample of a small portion of the email corpus. Due to its complexity, the graph
visually provides no obvious grouping of major or minor nodes, nor a clear identity of im-
portance within the corporation. Examples of removed components: self-loops (the edge A
→ A), receive-only personnel (the node B), and send-only personnel (the node C).
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Table 1: Ranges of dates used for time-series analysis of the Enron corpus. Significant
data pruning has been done to reduce to this dataset: removal of self-loops, email addresses
outside of Enron, and send-only and receive-only nodes.

Date range Email count
1998 - 1999 5,214
2000 57,063
2001, January to June 60,937
2001, July to September 32,455
2001, October to December (when bankruptcy was filed) 50,069
2002 - 2003 21,577

graphs, we determine the max flow of each graph. The purpose of this is twofold: to
determine, time period by time period, how the flow changes; and to be used as a baseline
to determine how resilient the network is. Having determined the max flow on each graph,
we then set to the task of breaking it. This is done by incrementally increasing the number
of arcs, or communication paths between two individuals, needed to be removed before flow
between the two chosen executive drops to zero.

3 Results

We conduct four types of analyses on the graph. The first run consists of an unmodified
“max-flow interdiction” to determine the minimum number of communication links to block
in order to effectively cut off communication channels between executives. With the possi-
bility that the executives push communication through an assistane, aide, or secretary, or
have incoming email filtered through this assistant, our second run is another “max-flow
interdiction” but we restrict the ability to attack edges originating from the sender node or
going into the recipient node. Since we want to determine the number of edge-disjoint paths
between each pair, as well as determining the “min-cut” results, we run both of the tests on
a graph where all capacities are set to 1.
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Two of the operator resilience curves are depicted in Figure 2. On the left is shown
number of attacks vs. connectivity, with contour lines indicating the different time periods.
The right graph shows the maximum number of attacks required during each time period
(on the x-axis). This second graph well-represents non-uniformity of connectivity strength
between executives over time, particularly after news of the scandal is released and once
bankruptcy is announced.

Figure 2: Left: operator resilience curve for emails from Kenneth Lay to Jeff McMahon,
across all time periods. The green line (January to June, 2001) indicates a constant and open
communication channel between the two. Progressing into the third quarter (dark blue) and
fourth quarter (light blue), communications become more focused, losing resilience, implying
more private topics. Right: plot of maximum resilience from Kenneth Lay to each of the
other six executives, with the time period on the x-axis. Communication looks uniformly
distributed across all six up until when the scandal was revealed in the third quarter 2001,
at which point communication channels from Lay focused more heavily on Whalley and
Skilling. Fastow had been fired early in the quarter, thereby why his curve is as far beneath
all others.

The remaining 348 graphs give a good indication of the quality of communication between
the executives. We were able to deduce that Andrew Fastow had the least amount of
(preserved) transmissions, indicating he was either withholding information or that Fastow’s
emails were deleted before release to the judicial system. It also indicates how heavily he
communicated nearly solely with Skilling, implying the level of collusion.

4 Future Work

If any further work is done in this topic, the first step would be to further pre-process the
corpus to purify and normalize the emails. Specifically, malformed email addresses produced
a considerable amount of ghost nodes such as Kenneth Lay who had 17 email addresses
in the system. Additionally, splitting nodes would provide the ability to attack nodes in
addition to edges, and comparison of these two types of attack could be insightful. Lastly,
our analysis glossed on the 350 graphs and brought out some of the more obvious notable
gaps or highlights; there is certainly more inference to be gleaned from the data.
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